Iliff’s Master of Arts in Social Justice and Ethics is a professional master’s degree that challenges students to understand, navigate, and engage diverse spiritual and religious motivations, communities, and strategies in order to create systemic social change toward more just social structures. Whether you want to lead an existing nonprofit organization or start a new one, this degree is for you.
Iliff’s flexible curriculum allows you the opportunity to customize your degree program to fit your goals. You can experience courses such as:

- Identity, Power, and Difference
- Foundations of Social Change
- Community Organizing
- Ethical Analysis and Advocacy

And you can apply your knowledge through various Social Change Praxis courses and a customized summer Internship.

Iliff’s MASJE program offers you the unique ability to showcase your effectiveness to future employers. You may earn certificates in specific areas of concentration while earning your degree.

As an accredited institution, financial aid is available to all who qualify.

The MASJE will give you the skills to:

- Practice an inclusive and collaborative approach to social change leadership
- Understand and engage spiritual and religious motivations
- Critically engage complex interdisciplinary analysis of social change strategies and movements

MASJE graduates lead in:

- Nonprofit organizations
- Government agencies
- Educational institutions
- Religious organizations
- Businesses

Contact us!